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Alteration of the individual velocity distribution functions due to collective interaction of positive and negative ion beams is 
investigated experimentally. It is shown that phase focusing of the particles during development of beam instability results in 
strong nonlinear interaction between the beams and in intense energy exchange between them. 

WE have investigated experimentally the nonlinear ef
fects resulting from the development of two-beam insta
bility in a system of mutually penetrating beams of posi
tive and negative ions of equal mass and concentration, 
moving with a certain velocity relative to each other. 
Unlike a system of two beams of equal sign, in which 
the neutralization of the space charge is ensured by in
troducing a third component, the system considered here 
is an example of a two-component quasineutral plasma. 
Such a system is different because the theoretical analy
sis of the collective nonlinear effects is relatively sim
pleYJ In addition, the difference of the signs of the in
teracting particles makes it possible to determine sep
arately the velocity distribution functions of each beam 
in the same velocity interval, something that cannot be 
done in the case of charged particles having the same 
sign. Such individual distribution functions contain es
sential information concerning the mechanism of the 
nonlinear interaction, and their experimental determi
nation is of fundamental interest. 

EXPERIMENTAL HESULTS 

Interpenetrating beams of positive and negative hy
drogen ions, with current up to 2 rnA and energy W0 

>::J 13 keV each, were obtained with a setup whose dia
gram and description are given in [2J. In the present 
study, to obtain a nonlinear oscillation regime at a 
limited length (which could be increased to 220 em), 
the beams were energy-modulated at the entrance to 
the interaction chamber with the aid of three grids, the 
two outer ones being grounded and the central one sup
plied with an alternating potential of adjustable ampli
tude. After passing through the grids, the energy vari
ations of the beams were opposite in sign. Indepen
dently of the modulation, the beams could be imparted 
a relative velocity 2~v without changing their average 
velocity v 0 (the beam velocities were v 1 = v 0 ± ~v and 
v2 = v0 'f ~v, and their energ;ies were W1 = W0 ± ~Wand 
w2 = Wo 'f ~W; since ~v << Vo in the experiments, it fol
lows that 2~v /v0 = ~W /W0). 

A Hughes-Hojansky analyzer was used to determine 
the energy-distribution function of each of the beams. 
The corresponding circuitry has made it possible to ob
serve the distribution function of any of the beams (aver
aged over a time much longE~r than the modulation period) 
on an oscilloscope screen. 

Figure 1 shows typical particle energy distribution 
functions for each of the beams, obtained at different 
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FIG. I. Distribution functions in a beam of positive (a) and negative 
(b) ions at different values of the relative velocity (f = 54 MHz, W0 = 
50 eV, L = 220 em): 1-LlW = 950 eV; 2-LlW = 700 eV; 3-ilW = 350 
eV; 4-LlW = 250 eV; 5-LlW = 0. 

values of their relative velocity; the initial energy
modulation amplitude W0 was kept constant and satisfied 
the condition W0 « ~W. This figure shows that when the 
velocity is varied, a significant change takes place in the 
distribution function of each of the beams. The maximum 
energy spread of the distribution functions is obtained at 
a certain optimal relative velocity. An analysis of simi
lar oscillograms at a large number of relative-velocity 
values has shown that the velocity interval 0 < ~v < ~Vcr 
coincides with the interval in which the oscillation en
hancement observed in [2J takes place, and the optimum 
relative velocity is equal to the velocity at which the os
cillation increment is maximal. It is important to note 
that the maximum energy spr~ad greatly exceeds the 
initial modulation amplitude W0 • 

Figure 2 shows the change of the distribution function 
of each of the beams with increasing initial-modulation 
amplitude (modulation frequency f = 112 MHz; the rela
tive beam velocity was optimal in this case). The data 
of Fig. 2a were obtained at an interaction length L = 120 
em (the negative-ion beam was faster in this case); the 
data of Fig. 2b were obtained at L = 220 em (the posi
tive-ion beam was chosen to be faster here). We see that 
with increasing initial-modulation amplitude, the beam 
distribution functions become asymmetrical, and the av-
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FIG. 2. Variation of the particle energy distribution functions in 
beams of positive and negative ions with increasing modulation ampli
~de (f= 112 MHz, a-L = 120 em, b-L = 220 em): 1-W0/b.W = 0; 2-
W0/b.W = 0.15; 3-W0/b.W = 0.3. 

FIG. 3. Dependence of the energy corresponding to the limits of the 
region of smearing of the distribution function on the modulation am
plitude. f = 28 MHz, b.W = b.Wopt = 800 eV, L = 120 em. 

erage particle energy of the fast beam decreases while 
that of the slow one increases, i.e., energy exchange be
tween the beams takes place. The energy exchange ef
fect was briefly reported in rsJ. 

A comparison of the distribution functions obtained 
at different interaction lengths shows that an additional 
maximum is formed on the distribution function of each 
of the beams at sufficiently large initial-modulation am
plitudes and interaction lengths; the position of the addi
tional maximum corresponds approximately to the en
ergy of the second beam. With increasing interaction 
length, the energy spread decreases somewhat. 

Analogous changes in the distribution functions are 
also obtained at other modulation frequencies. At f = 28 
MHz, the optimal relative energy (2D.Wopt = 1600 eV) 
greatly exceeds the energy resolution of the analyzer 
making it possible to trace in greater detail the chan~e 
of the distribution function with increasing amplitude of 
the initial modulation. 

Figure 3 shows how the energy corresponding to the 
limits of the region of smearing of the energy distribu
tion function depends on the amplitude of the initial mod
ulation. We see that the energy of the upper limit changes 
little with changing initial-modulation amplitudes, where
as the energy of the lower limit is considerably decreased. 

Finally, Fig. 4 shows the distribution functions of a 
beam of positive ions, corresponding to different values 
of the relative velocity 2D.v in the absence (a) and pres
ence (b) of modulation. Attention should be called to the 
existence of two different cases where the distribution 
function changes with changing D.v. In the case corre
~onding to the frames in Figs. 1a and 1b (D.v ~ D.vopt; 
V0 < v), just as in the case of Fig. 2, a deceleration of 
the fast beam is observed (accompanied by acceleration 
of the slow one). In the case corresponding to the frames 
in Figs. 2a and 2b (D.v « D.vopt; v » v), to the contrary, 
the fast beam becomes accelerated and the slow one is 
correspondingly decelerated. The energy spread in the 
second case is noticeably smaller than in the first. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

From the linear theory of collective oscillations in a 
system of mutually penetrating beams we can obtain an 

FIG. 4. Distribution function of beam of 
positive ions for different values of the rela
tive velocity (f= 28 MHz, a-W0 = 0, b-W0 = 
600 eV): 1-b.W= -800 eV; 2-b.W = -200 eV; 
3-b.W = 0. 
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expression for the alternating component of their veloc
ity. In the case of D.v = D.vopt and cosh (0.5Wpz/v ) » 1 
it takes the form 0 

' 

v = 1/ 4v0 exp {0.5ro~z I v,} sin {rot- kz}, (1} 

where v0 is the amplitude of the initial velocity modula
tion, Wp is the plasma frequency of the ions, and z is the 
distance from the modulator along the beam propagation 
direction. 

It follows from this expression that an increase of the 
distance or of the amplitude of the initial modulation leads 
to a symmetrical increase of the velocity interval of the 
averaged distribution function, and the change in the ve
locities of both boundaries of this interval is proportional 
to the amplitude of the initial modulation. Relation (1) 
and the statements made above are valid so long as the 
condition for the applicability of the linear approximation 
is satisfied, which in this case takes the form 

v~ Llv. (2) 

However, the observed effects are characterized, 
first, by a particle-velocity spread comparable with the 
relative beam velocity 2D.v and, second, by the fact that 
when the amplitude of the initial modulation is increased 
the smearing of the distribution function of each of the 
beams takes place in asymmetric fashion. This indicates 
that the observed interaction is nonlinear. 

Figure 3 shows that the entire range of variation of 
the lower limit Wmin as a function of the initial-modu
lation amplitude can be broken up into three character
istic regions. 

In region I (corresponding to variation of W0 from 0 
to 350 eV), in spite of the nonlinear character of the in
teraction, a linear relation Wmin = f(W0 } is observed. 
It is important to note that the velocity corresponding 
to the energy Wmin in the vicinity of the region of tran
sition into region II is close to the average beam veloc
ity, which in our case determines the phase velocity of 
the wave, i.e., the following relation is satisfied: 

v=Vo=ro/k. (3} 

Condition (3} coincides with the condition given in [lJ 

for phase bunching in the waves. This circumstance and 
the fact that the slope of the Wmin = f(W0 } dependence 
changes at this point, thus evidencing a change in the 
character of the interaction, give grounds for identify-
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ing it with the formation of a phase focus. 
Region n (corresponding to the variation of W 0 from 

350 to 550 eV) is characterized by a sharper change of 
the limiting energy, corresponding to an enhancement 
of the collective interaction of the beams. A consider
able decrease of the average beam energy also takes 
place in this region. The mechanism of the observed 
nonline.ar enhancement can be connected with the inter
action of the plasmoids produced as a result of phase 
focusing •. In the plasmoid region, the particles of the 
slow beam are mainly accelerated, while the particles 
of ·~e fast beam are decelerated by the summary field 
of the beams. 

Finally, in region m ('W0 > 550 eV) Wmin remains 
practically unchanged and is somewhat smaller than the 
specified energy of the second beam. The form of the 
distribution function, however, continues to change, and 
it acquires an additional maximum whose height in
creases with increasing W0 • The appearance of addi
tional maxima (besides the maximum corresponding 
to the unperturbed distribution function) indicates that 
a developed multistream motion is produced in each 
beam. This leads to saturation of the relation 

Wmin=J(Wo}. 

The problem of nonlinear interaction of two electron 
beams was solved by numerical methods in r41 • In spite 

of the fact that our system is not identical with that con
sidered in r41 , the change we observed in the energy 
spectrum of the beams is in qualitative agreement with 
the change predicted in r41 for the beam-velocity profile. 
,.!his agreement is observed both for t::..v ~ t::..v opt and 
v0 « t::..v and in the case t::..v « t::..v0 pt and v0 ».t::..v. (Fig. 4, 
frame 2b). 

Thus, an analysis of the experimental data shows that 
the phase focusing of the particles during the develop
ment of two-stream instability leads to a strong nonlin
ear interaction of the beams and to intense exchange of 
energy between them. 

The results may be useful, in particular, in the de
velopment of the nonlinear theory of two-beam instabil
ity. 

The authors are grateful to E. A. Pashitskll for a 
discussion of the results. 
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